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Erin Brereton

mb offers
l.a. course

memoir writing

Erin Brereton's Courses
No courses available at this time.
Erin Brereton is a full-time freelancer who writes a column for
CenterstageChicago.com and works as a part-time content manager for Nielsen
Media. She has freelanced for Life & Style Weekly, Chicago Agent, and Club &
Resort Business magazine and has written several nonfiction books.
Erin previously worked as a senior editor at mary-kateandashley and Complete
Woman magazine and was the managing editor on more than 12 custom
publications about finance, music, and collecting.
Testimonials

Erin brought a wealth of valuable experience to share. Her
presentation was well organized and the information was helpful and
the content was instructional.
-- Barry Dredze
"Erin is a great role model for freelancers whether you're just starting out or are looking
for higher-level experience. She knows the fears, mistakes and joys of freelancing and shares
her experiences in an entertaining way" -- Marcia Frellick

STARTS THIS WEEK!
Write a memoir that
readers will love. Learn
how from Rita
Williams, author of
the acclaimed memoir,
If the Creek Don't
Rise. learn more

s.f. seminar

intro to travel
writing

"Erin's class was informative and entertaining. She was fabulous and her advice was practical
and realistic. she gave smart, strategic advice with just enough financial recommendations."
--Meredith Fleming
"Erin was honest, truthful and positive about the pros and cons of a freelancing
profession. As a working professional, it was very insightful to go beyond the corporate world
and embrace other opportunities." -- Kim Mechem
"Erin was great! Her class was packed full of information. She was very inspiring and gave us
a ton to think about." -- Vicki Crain
"I learned more in one night from Erin about freelancing that I did at DePaul University over
the course of my studies." -- Stacy Jeziorowski
"This class gave me a really good sense of what it takes to be a freelancer, the good,
the bad and the ugly. I left with a positive feeling but a realistic outlook on all the facets of a
freelance career." -- Jennifer Healy

Get paid to travel
the world! Lonely
Planet editor Jay
Cooke will show you
how. learn more

nyc workshop

writing about
family

Workshop a firstperson piece about
your family. Get
valuable feedback
from essayist Helaine
Olen (LA Times,
Salon.com). learn
more

online course

online news
writing
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Want to write for
NYTimes.com? Blog
for HuffPo? Learn
how to get a job
breaking news for
websites and blogs.
learn more

s.f. workshop

your first book

Veteran editor Laura
Mazer, who has edited
Hillary Clinton and
Arianna Huffington,
can help you write
and edit your first
book. learn more

nyc course

new media for
media pros

Add valuable tech
skills to your resume
with new media
courses:
InDesign for Writers
- Nov. 15-16
HTML Essentials
- Dec. 6-7
Create Your Website
- Dec. 13-14
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